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ABSTRACT 

Modern hydrographic systems operating with the use of multibeam 
echosounder offer acquisition of a huge number of geospatial data. Despite of 
application of positioning systems and sensors for compensation of movement of 
echosounding ship, and of measurement or determination of sound velocity vertical 
distribution in water, part of the data are burdened with measurement errors. They 
are caused by disturbances although advanced methods minimizing the error of 

flection from the sea-bottom are used. 
Cleaning of the data, consisting in removal of points deviating from general model 
according to the assigned criterion, is a solution of the problem. There are several 
criteria there and they allow for automatic extraction of fake points. 

Bases of selected algorithms for automatic data cleaning used in 
hydrographical system are presented in the paper. Methods using the algorithms and 
profiles applying ways of cleaning are given there. Geospatial data obtained by 
means of interferometric echo-sounder were used. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Post-processing, i.e. transformation of stored geospatial and oceanographic 
(hydrological) data, is a final and the most important stage during execution of 
hydroacoustic measurements. 

Corrections of sound velocity in water, water level and horizontal coordinates 
are subject to the process. Processing of the geospatial data in respect to the depth, 
consisting in removal (cleaning) of points that do not meet the given criterion, is a 
substantial step. Predefined criteria used commonly or elaborated for specific 
clients are applicable; or own modified settings of ready-made algorithms, too. It is 

whether the picture of cloud of points subject to further processing shall be: poor, 
void of the geospatial data, reducing the data resolution and coverage of the seabed 
with data, or interfered with incorrect data. Optimization of cleaning the data 
coming from the survey executed by means of multibeam echosounder is a 

parameters) and the method of cleaning [1], [5], [6], [7]. 

 



 
 

High-resolution multibeam surveys carry with them the most advantageous 
tool for quality assurance-redundancy. Redundancy in beams, pings and swaths, 
along with specific knowledge of the sounding errors, allows a new approach to 
resolving the best estimation of depth at a given location and attributing each depth 
with realistic uncertainties.  

Propagating Vertical Error  

Forward-error prediction, resulting in a total propagated error or TPE, can be 
used for estimating horizontal and vertical accuracy values by accounting for and 
propagating the estimated random error contributions from all sources. For 
soundings obtained by vertical singlebeam echosounders this propagation is 
relatively straightforward. To estimate total propagated depth error the following 
must be taken into account:  

 sounder measurement error (a function of detection method in the case 
of multibeam echosounders),  

 sound speed correction errors (refraction errors for MBES),  
 dynamic draught measurement errors (includes static draught, load 

changes, squat and settlement),  
 heave measurement errors,  
 tide or water-level errors (including gauge precision, constituent 

quality, spatial extrapolation, synchronisation of gauge with 
measurements, etc.). 

For MBES the process is somewhat more complex [3], [4]. One must also take 
into account errors in roll-and-pitch measurement on depth and errors in 
determining transducer-head misalignment angles.  

Propagating Horizontal Error 

To estimate TPE for position the following must be taken into account [3], [4]:  

 sounder measurement error (can be ignored for SBES), 
 refraction errors (bending of beams in MBES), 
 roll, pitch, and heading errors, 
 positioning system errors, 
 sensor coordinate offset errors, 
 transducer-head misalignment errors (all three orientations), 
 latency errors between sensors. 

Errors in each of two dimensions (e.g., latitude and longitude) can be combined 
to create a one-dimensional radial error, such as Circle of Equal Probability (CEP) 
or Distance Root-Mean-Square (DRMS). For both depth and position errors the 
TPE can then be scaled to approximate the 95% confidence level. 

 



DATA CLEANING WORKFLOW 

A workflow should be established in order to do an objective, fast and correct 
validation of the sounding data. In the figure below a recommended workflow is 
shown [11]. 

 
Fig. 1. Data cleaning workflow 

CLEANNG METHODS 

Qloud offers a number of cleaning algorithms which can be used to clean 
sounding data automatically [10], [11]. By defining a cleaning profile the user can 
also run a combination of cleaning algorithms. The following cleaning tools can be 
selected [1], [5], [7], [8]: clip above and clip below (all soundings above or below 
a certain level will be disabled), clip on flag (all soundings that are flagged during 
recording will be disabled), disable points (disable soundings or only soundings 
disabled at import), raw value (enable all data back to the original position and 
depth), remove beams (all soundings that belong to a certain beam ID will be 
disabled, refraction correction (this algorithm allows to correct for refraction 
problems that occurred during acquisition), vertical object (this cleaning tool uses 
a spline surface that is suited for vertical objects like walls or dolphins. This 
cleaning tool will work best in combination with an area polygon selection), vertical 
shift (applied to the selected soundings). 

Spline surface despiker is powerful cleaning tool that uses a 3D spline surface 
algorithm to disable outliers. A 3D spline surface is a perfect representation of the 
local topography using approximately 100 soundings at the time. This 3D spline 
surface will be calculated with using a weighted least squares method through the 
available soundings. 
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CUBE Algorithm 

The CUBE (Combined Uncertainty and Bathymetry Estimator) algorithm is a 
fast gridding method that makes use of the TPE values that are calculated during 
the recording of the data by means of a-priori SD values [2], [8], [9]. These values 
can be defined in the database setup and the controller in hydrographic data 
acquisition, navigation and processing software package.  

The CUBE algorithm will create a regular grid with a user defineable cell size, 
and for each cell a CUBE estimation node is created. The estimation node represents 
a true point in space that has an exact location, only the height of the estimation 
node is an uncertain factor. The height of the estimation node will be determined 
by the multibeam echosounder soundings around an estimation node. This is not 
restricted to cell boundaries. The MBES soundings are propagated to the estimation 
node in order to determine the height of the estimation node [2], [8], [9]. 

Surface Spline Filter   

This is a powerful cleaning tool that uses a 3D spline surface algorithm to 
disable outliers. A 3D spline surface is a perfect representation of the local 
topography using approximately 100 soundings at a time. This surface is calculated 
with using a weighted least squares method through the available soundings and 

 [10], 
[11]. 

The criteria for spike detection depend on the water depth and the variances a 
and b. A sounding is flagged if the depth uncertainty [12]: 

 (1) 

where 

 SMA Exclusive Order (0-20m) a = 0.15 b = 0.0040 

 Special Order (0-20m)  a = 0.25 b = 0.0075 

 First Order (20-50m)  a = 0.50 b = 0.0130 

 Second Order (50-100m)  a = 1.00 b = 0.0230 

 Extremely High Detail (0-10m) a = 0.05 b = 0.0020 

Qlean++   

The Qlean++ cleaning method is a cleaning tool that makes use of the CUBE 
Algorithm for pre-gridding. It uses CUBE as a temporary mask on top of the data. 
For each CUBE cell an uncertainty (95% confidence level) is calculated. This 
uncertainty will be used as a vertical tolerance. All data points outside the vertical 
tolerance will be disabled. The number of vertical tolerances above and below the 
found CUBE surface can be set, as well as the cell size of the CUBE algorithm and 
the extraction method [10], [11]. 



This cleaning method is extremely powerful for cleaning up blunders and 
random noise, but in order to make this cleaning method work it is important that 
the individual soundings have a realistic Total Propagated Error (TPE) value.  

In contrast to CUBE, Qlean++ cleans individual soundings and no grid will be 
exported. 

SURVEY AND DATA COLLECTING 

Geospatial data of the seabed have been collected in Gdynia harbour (Fig. 2) 
on Hydrographic Support Squadron  sounding motorboat. 
Measurement equipment, in addition to positioning system, consist of 
interferometric MBES  multibeam echosounder GeoSwath+ with sound speed in 
water profiler and MRU  Motion Reference Unit. For sounding profiles planning, 
navigation, data collecting and preliminary postprocessing QPS QINSy has been 
used [10]. 

 
Fig. 2. Area of the research 

3D and cross-section visualizations of raw data recorded during hydrographic 
surveys in Gdynia harbor (presented above) are shown in Fig. 3. 

 
 Fig. 3. 3D and cross-section visualizations of raw data. 



 
DATA PROCESSING 

Processing of the geospatial data obtained from the multibeam echosounder, in 
respect to the data cleaning, is executed by a software with versatile functions, 
predefined and dedicated to selected models of echosounders. QPS QLoud [11] 

developer of a commonly being employed system for planning, executing and 
processing data QINSy [10].  

Results of cleaning geospatial data is presented in Fig. 4 and 5.  

 

 
Fig. 4.  3D visualizations pre-processed data 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.  3D visualizations processed (cleaned) data by Surface Spline Filter (left) 

and Qlean++ (static method with CUBE algorithm and TPE value  right) 



CONCLUSION 

The data cleaning stage, important from perspective of achievement of high 
quality and reliability of the hydrographic survey and its elaboration, leads to the 
data loss. Many factors have impact on occurrence of geospatial points deviating 
from standard (their proper localisation, the seabed shape or shape of an object 
resting there). Careful execution of the measurements, performance of checking and 
calibrating activities - before and after the measurements  may result in smaller 
number of incorrect points. 

There are also factors that may not be avoided during hydroacoustic 
measurements existing there. Plants, fish and air bubbles deflecting acoustic waves 

of cleaning the data cloud improve picture of the measured reality. 

The cleaning, as well as filtration, change the picture obtained from the survey. 
In the cleaning process, the points are being removed and their positions are being 
changed in the process of filtration. Both automatic and semi-automatic, and manual 
methods may improve general shape of the presented area (the seabed, waterfront, 
detected object) throughout smoothing or removing the disruptions. Then, a 
question arises: is it still reality or is it already illusion? 
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